1. Components: Main Frame x1pc; Backrest x1pc; Seat Plate x1set; ear wheel x2pcs; front wheel x2pcs; anti-tilt footrest x2pcs; hardware fittings: C-clamp x2pcs; Quincunx knob x2pcs; Washer x8pcs; Screws x2pcs; Screw cap x2pcs; Screw driver x1pc

2. Open the main frame, and insert the rear wheels (as show in the pictures).

3. Put on the small washer firstly.

4. Tighten the screws that connect the rear wheels to the main frame with the Quincunx knob.

5. Attention that it needs to put on a metal ring under the spring washer to tighten the wheel.

6. Brake the wheel, and twist to tighten it.

7. Before using the chair, please make sure both left and right side C-clamps are locked properly and firmly.

8. Align the anti-tilt footrest with the hole and tighten the screw.

9. Put on the bucket on the bucket frame and fix the seat plate on the back level bar.